
X-ray Lab
What are our Goals for the next week(s)?

● Learn about X-ray observatories and data we collect.

● Make an introduction about the tools we use in X-ray 

astronomy.

● Perform (on your own) some basic tasks with X-ray data.

● Measure fundamental parameters of an Astrophysical 

Object. 



Before we start ...

We will use Linux OS in LAB, and whatever you like at home

We will work on Bash terminal

Most data will be stored in fits files

You may manipulate files on your own using Python, Topcat and 
HEASOFT tools

For teamwork/questions we will communicate via SLACK channel



Getting started with work on your laptop:

Linux: recommend Ubuntu for starters, see also PoP OS!, Fedora, Manjaro,  Arch

Also, in Windows 10: install Windows subsystem for linux (WSL)

Python: install Anaconda distribution

Editor: studio code, Atom, vim, gedit, kate, Jupyter

X-ray software: Provided by NASA, ESA etc… 
We will use HEASoft (High Energy Astrophysics ...)



BASH, short intro

Unix (Linux) filesystem is structured in terms of Directories and a tree structure

HOME: each used has a “starting point”, usually only you have access 

- Present working directory: pwd , this is also known as ‘.’
- List directory contents: ls
- Change directory: cd
- Directories higher in the chain are referred as ‘..’
- Make directory: mkdir /
- Delete file or Directory: rm or rmdir, Be very careful!!
- Copying: cp



An example



man
- man stands for manual (i.e. RTFM)
- ‘man <command>’ for details on usage: 
- e.g. >man ls

- Output a list ‘-l’ 
- Short by date ‘-d’
- Size in human units ‘-h’
- e.g. 

‘ls -l’ , ‘ls -d’, ‘ls -lhd’



Wildcards

- Frequently used “*”
- Search for all files that have a specific extension (btw, extensions are hidden in Windows)



Main part

- X-ray observatories

- How do X-ray data look (usually)

- Spectral analysis and modeling (with examples in xspec)

We will use sciserver and jupyter notebooks





X-ray data

Do it yourself - at home

- saoDS9 (not Deep Space 9)
https://sites.google.com/cfa.harvard.edu/saoimageds9

- Topcat
http://www.star.bristol.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/

https://sites.google.com/cfa.harvard.edu/saoimageds9
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This is a PL !!!



ingle incident photon energy of 3.75 
keV. This would be the spectrum 
that NICER would record if the 
astrophysical target emitted a 
single narrow line at 3.75 keV

And in 2D




